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1 HTTP and Redirection

When there is a change in the URI of a web page, HTTP servers inform the
user about the new location. This is called redirection. Since this redirection is
seamless to the user, one can think that server is directly pointing us to another
resource. However, server tells us that the requested web page resides in a dif-
ferent URI (puts this information in Location header). And our browser follows
this new URI seamlessly to the user. As a case study open the developer tools
in Chrome browser, go to network tab and in the URI enter http://gmail.com.
First you are redirected to https://mail.google.com/mail/ (with 301) and then
to https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/ (with 302).

Types of redirection (taken from rfc2616):

• 301: Moved Permanently: The requested resource has been assigned a
new permanent URI and any future references to this resource SHOULD
use one of the returned URIs. Clients with link editing capabilities ought
to automatically re-link references to the Request-URI to one or more of
the new references returned by the server, where possible. This response
is cacheable unless indicated otherwise.

• 302: Found: The requested resource resides temporarily under a differ-
ent URI. Since the redirection might be altered on occasion, the client
SHOULD continue to use the Request-URI for future requests. This re-
sponse is only cacheable if indicated by a Cache-Control or Expires header
field. With HTTP 1.1 302 is divided into two: 303 and 307

• 303: see other: Same as 302 however, the new URI can only be fetched
via GET. 303 is normally offered for the actions following a POST. 303 is
also the recommended scheme in w3 (cooluris).

• 307: Temporary Redirect Same as 302 however, the new URI can be
the same type as the first.

One of the main reasons of having different redirection codes is for the search
engines. For instance: misuse of 303 code.

2 Does redirection has an effect on WebID?

HTTP is a stateless protocol, therefore each http request is unique and does not
depend on a previous one. We achieve states via cookies etc.
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And there is not a concept called in server redirect from one server to another,
the only way a server can change a uri is rewrite which aims to display more
readable uris to the user ( Rewrite and Redirect ). Every redirect is again done
by our browser without our notice. If we trust the redirecting source, we also
trust the second uri. Therefore, there is no harm in following a WebID URI
even if it is redirected to another page.

Notice: In WebID authentication we use SPARQL queries for the modulus
and exponent based on the initial URI (the one in subject alternative name
field). Therefore, the new (redirected) page has to involve the the original uri.

Notice: We assume that HTTPS is used in every request. Without HTTPS
man in the middle attacks may occur. On the other hand, this is not a redirec-
tion problem.

2.1 Exceptions in HTTP relation to TLS

As we said HTTP is a stateless protocol, therefore in every request a new
TCP+TLS connection is supposed to be set up. However, as the reader can
see it is resource consuming. Therefore in HTTP1.1 persistence is made com-
pulsory (RFC2616). With HTTP persistence the TCP connection is not termi-
nated immediately. It goes to timeout after a few seconds. In the meantime
several HTTP requests can be made. Since persistency is a low level detail, it
is not related to the WebID operation.

A similar TLS timeout also exists. However, it is again not a problem in
redirect. Since in HTTPS the root of the URI should exist in the certificate.
If the user is redirected to another page, a new TLS session has to be created.
To see an interesting example of what happens go to https://wikipedia.com/.
Since the certificate is assigned for wikipedia.org the browser warns you. Other
examples are in Redirect SSL errors
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